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Abstract

Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that reactor Analyses based on acceptancecriteriaand analysis methods
pressure vessel beltline materials maintain Charpy upper- adopted in the ASME Code Case N-512 are described
shelf energies of no less than 50 ft-lb during the plant herein. Additional information on material properties was
operating life, unless it is demonstrated in a manner provided by the NRC, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Research, Materials Engineering Branch. These cases,
that lower values of Charpy upper-shelf energy provide specified by the NRC, represent generic applications to
margins of safety against fracture equivalent to those in boiling water reactor and pressurized water reactor vessels.
Appendix G to Section III of the ASME Code. This report is designated as HSST Report No. 140.
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1 Introduction

Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 [1] requires that reactor consistent with the approach described in Code Case N-512
pressure vessel (RPV) beltline materials maintain Charpy are described herein. These analyses, specified by the
upper-shelf energies (CVN) of no less than 50 ft-lb (68 J) NRC, represent applications to both boiling water reactor
during the plant operating life, unless it is demonstrated in (BWR) and pressurized water reactor (PWR) vessels. The
a manner approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear specific analyses, described in Tables 1 and 2, consist of
Reactor Regulation, that lower values of Charpy upper- various combinations of flaw orientations, vessel geome-
shelf energy provide margins of safety against fracture tries, material properties, and transient conditions. One
equivalent to those in Appendix G to Section III of the objective of the analyses was to determine the limiting val-
ASME Code [2]. ues of CVN and, where applicable, neutron fluence that

satisfy the acceptance criteria provided in the Code Case
ASME Code Case N-512 [3] describes acceptance criteria N-512. Another objective was to provide several represen-
and analytical methodologies for the assessment of the tative applications of the analytical methodologies.
itegrity of reactor vessels with low CVN. Generic analyses
that utilize the procedures and acceptance criteria that are

Table 1. Combinations of vessel geometries and JR models for which analyses
were performed for levels A and B and level C

Material (JR model)

PWR vessel Linde 80 weld Linde 80 weld Low-toughness plate Generic
geometry (Charpy) (copper-fluence) (A-302B) weld

PWR 1 X X

PWR 2 X X

PWR 3 X X

PWR 4 X

BWR vessel

geometry

BWR 1 X X X

BWR 2 X X X

Table 2. Combinations of vessel geometries and JR models
for which analyses were performed for ATWS transients

Material (JR model)

PWR Linde 80 weld Linde 80 weld Low-toughness plate
vessel geometry (Charpy) (copper-fiuence) (A-302B)

PWR 1 X X

PWR 4 X X X

PWR 5 X X

1 NUREG/CR-6023



2 Acceptance Criteria for Low Upper-Shelf
Energy Fracture Analysis

The acceptance criteria provided in Code Case N-512 are 0J material
based on the extent and stability of stable crack growth of a 0Japplied < (2)
postulated semielliptical flaw on the inner surface of the re- Oa Oa
actor pressure vessel (RPV) wall, when subjected to various
thermal and pressure operating conditions. (with pressure held constant)

at Japplied = Jmaterial ,

2.1 Level A and B Conditions
where Japplied is calculated for the postulated flaw
under combined pressure and thermal loading for level

For a semielliptical inside surface flaw with a crack depth to A and B conditions where the assumed pressure is 1.25
wall thickness ratio (a/t) of 0.25 and with an aspect ratio of times the maximum accumulation pressure.
6-Io- 1 (surface length to flaw depth):

The material JR curve should represent a conservative esti-
1. The crack driving force (Japplied) must be shown to be mate of the data for the vessel material under evaluation,

less than the material toughness as given by Eq. (1) i.e., estimated from the mean -2 standard deviations [3].
[3],

Japplied < J0.1 , (1) 2.2 Level C Condition

where Japplied is the J-integral value calculated for the
postulated flaw under pressure and thermal loading, The acceptance criteria for level C condition are similar to
where the assumed pressure is 1.15 times the maxi- those for levels A and B, with the exceptions of crack sizeand the safety factor applied to the pressure loading. Flaw
mum accumulation pressure (as defined in the plant-
specific Over Pressure Protection Report), with thermal sizes up to (0.1 tb + tc) which are less than or equal to
loading using the plant specific heatup and cooldown 1 in. are to be considered, and a safety factor of 1.0 is used
conditions. The parameter J0.1 is the J-integral charac- for pressure loading. Here tb is the vessel's base metal
teristic of the material's resistance to ductile tearing thickness (in.) and tc is the clad thickness (in.).
(JmateriaD, as denoted by a JR curve test, at a crack ex-
tension of 0.10 in. For simplification, analyses were performed only for the

normalized crack depth (a/t) of 0.10.

2. The flaw must be stable under ductile crack growth as
given by Eq. (2) [3]:

NUREG/CR-6023 2



3 Geometries, Material Properties, and Loading Conditions

The thermoelastic material properties and vessel dimensions Pressure = constant = SF x accumulation pressure.
used in these analysesare specified in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. The maximumaccumulationpressure is assumed to be 10%

above thedesign pressure of 1.25 ksi:

3.1 Level A and B Conditions for acceptance criterion 1: SF = 1.15; therefore Pa -
(1.15)(1.25)(1.1)= 1.581ksi

3.1.1 PWRs for acceptance criterion 2: SF = 1.25; thereforePa =
(1.25)(1.25)(1.1) = 1.719 ksi.

Thermal transient:

100°F/h constant cooldown rate imposed on the inner sur- 3.2 Level C Condition
face of the vessel wall.
The initial coolant and vessel temperatures wereassumed to 3.2.1 PW Rs
be 550°F.

PWRs -- Rancho Seco thermal transient and a constant
Pressure = constant = safety factor (SF) × accumulation pressure of 2.15 ksi (Fig. 1).
pressure.

The maximum accumulation pressure (Pa) is assumed to be 3.2.2 B W Rs
10% above the design pressure of 2.5 ksi:

BWRs -- Two pressure and thermal transients as
for acceptance criterion 1' SF = 1.15; therefore Pa = shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
(1.15)(2.5)(1.1) = 3.163 ksi
foracceptance criterion 2: SF = 1.25; therefore Pa =
(1.25)(2.5)(1.1) = 3.438 ksi.

3.1.2 BWRs

Thermal transient:

100°F/hconstant cooldown rate imposed on the inner sur-
face of the vessel wall.
The initial coolant and vessel temperatures were assumed to
be 550°F.

3 NUREG/CR-6023
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Geometries

Table 3. Cladding and base thermoelastic properties

BASE METAL:

Thermal conductivity = 24.0 BTU/hr-ft-°F
Specific heat = 0.12 BTU/lb-°F
Density = 489 lb/ft 3
Modulus of elasticity = 28000 ksi
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion = 0.00000785/°F
Poisson's ratio = 0.3

CLADDING:

Thermal conductivity = 10.0 BTU/hr-ft-°F
Specific heat = 0.12 BTU/Ib-°F
Density = 489 lb/ft 3
Modulus of elasticity = 27000 ksi
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion = 0.0000091/°F
Poisson's ratio = 0.3

Convective heat transfer coefficient = 1000 BTU/hr-ft2-°F

i ii ii

Table 4. Vessel geometries

PWR geometries
lllll i

Vessel tb tc Ri Ri/(tb + tc)

PWR 1 8.44 0.156 86.50 10.06

PWR 2 10.63 0.156 86.50 8.02

PWR 3 9.00 0.156 77.75 8.49

PWR 4 8.625 0.156 86.00 9.79

PWR 5 8.438 0.156 85.50 9.95

BWR geometries

Vessel tb tc Ri Ri/(tc + tb)

BWR 1 5.284 0.156 106.5 19.58

BWR 2 7.125 0.156 109.0 14.97

where: tb - thickness of vessel base metal (in.)

tc "- thickness of clad (in.)

i Ri = vessel inner radius (in.)
I

NUREG/CR -6023 4



Geometries
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Figure 1. Rancho Seco PTS transient
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Gex_etries
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Figure 2. BWR: level C transient 1
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Geometries
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Figure 3. BWR: level C transient 2
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4 JR Models

A materialproperty requiredto perform these analyses is the where
JR curve. JR curves are a function of the material, irradia-
tion condition, chemistry, and material temperature. Test- SF -- 0.648
ing programs have been conducted using materials that are CI = exp[-3.67 + 1.45 In (CVN) - 0.00308 T(x)]
expected to represent the range of actual materials used in C2 = 0.077 + 0.116 In CI
fabricating RPVs in the United States. Statistical analyses C3 = --0.0812 - 0.0092 In C1
of these generic data have been performed and the resulting C4 = --0.5
correlations reported in Ref. [4].

with units expressed as follows:
The CVN data used to establish the the JR correlations for
the Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) and generic weld may Aa = in.
correspond to more than one orientation (not specified). CVN = ft-lb
For the purpose of this study, it was assumed tha' the data T(l:) = degrees F
correspond to the longitudinal orientation, and that the JR(l:) = in.-lb/in. 2.
CVN for the transverse circumferential orientation is 65%

of that for the longitudinal orientation [5]. lt should be noted that specimen thickness is also a parame-
ter (not shown above) in these correlations [4]. For sim-

The range of CVN data used to establish the JR correlations plicity, the specimen thickness was taken as 1 in. In this
for the Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) and generic weld was case the terms containing specimen thickness vanish.
33-232 ft-lb _4]. Therefore, the minimum values of CVN
for which these correlations are asssumed to be valid (used T(l:) is the temperature-time history at the crack tip. The
without extrapolation) are 33 ft-lb for axial flaws and FAVOR computer program [6] was used to generate the
22 ft-lb for circumferential flaws, temperature--time history of the location in the vessel wall

corresponding to the crack tip. Here, SF is a correction fac-
The range of fluence data used to establish the JR correla- tor for the effect of data scatter that shifts the JR curve from
tions for the Linde 80 weld (copper-fluencemodel) was a mean curve to an approximate lower-bound curve (mean
0-36.3 x 1018 n/cm2. [4]. The maximum value of neutron -2 standarddeviations) [4].
fluence for which this correlation is assumed to be valid is

The minimum values of CVN for which this correlation is
3.6 x 1019n/cm2 and is applicable to both axially and cir-

assumed to be valid are 33 and 22 ft-lb for axially and cir-
cumferentially oriented flaws, cumferentially oriented flaws, respectively.

The CVN data used to establish the JRcorrelation for the

low-toughness plate model was obtained for the weak orien- 4.2 Linde 80 Weld (Copper-tation.t This orientation corresponds to a circumferentially
oriented flaw. This correlation was also applied to iongitu- Fluence Model)
dinal flaws propagating radially without any correction fac-
tor. This approach tends to be conservative. The mini- In the Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model), JR is a func-
mum value of CVN for which this correlation is assumed tion of neutron fluence, copper concentration, and time-
to be valid is 25 ft-lb and is applicable to both axially and dependent temperature IT(l:)]given by Eq. (3) with parame-
circumferentiallyoriented flaws, ters 14]defined by

SF = 0.645

4.1 Li'ade 80 Weld (Charpy Cl=exp[2.n3-0.638Cu(fluence°'543)-0.00252T(l:)]

Model) c2 = 0.077 + 0.116 In ClC3 = -0.0812 - 0.0092 In C 1
C4 = -0.5.

In the Linde 80 weld (Charpy model), JR is a function of

CVN andtime-dependent temperature [T(x)] given by Eq. Here, Cu is the copper concentration expressed in weight
(3) [4], percent and fluence is the neutron tluence (normalizedby

1018n/cm2) at the crack tip. Temperature is expressed in
JR(l:) = (SF){C1 (Aa) C2 exp[C3 (Aa)C41}, (3) degrees F. Units for JR and Aa are the same as those ex-

pressed in Sect. 4.1.

.................... The maximum value of neutrun fluence tbr which the JR

*In this report, ali neutron fluences are for (E > i MEV). correlation is assumed to be valid is 3.6 × 1019 n/cm2 [4];
tCommunication from S. N. M. Malik, NRC, Office of Nuclear thiS value is applicable to both axially and circumferentially
Regulatory Research, Materials Engineering Branch.
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JR

oriented flaws. Ali neutron fluences in this report are val- where
ues at the crack tip.

C1 = 946.82
C2 = 0.1334

4.3 Generic Weld Model sF - 1.0
f(CVN) = [11.75 * CVN + 108] / 695.5

In the generic weld model, JR is a function of CVN and fiT) = [1 - 0.4182(T(x) - 180)/4201 with 180°F <
time-dependent temperature IT(x)] as given by Eq. (3) with T(x) ___600°F.

parameters [4] defined by The units are identical to those specified in Sect. 4.1.

SF = 0.629

C 1 = exp[-4.12 + 1.49 In (CVN) - 0.00249 T(x)] The f(CVb0 is used to correct the J-R curve for upper-shelf
C2 - 0.077 + 0.116 In C1 energy levels. The f(T) is used to correct the J-R curve for
C3 -- -0.0812 - 0.0092 In C1 temperature [4]. The coefficients C1 and C2 are based on a
C4 - -0.5. 6-in.-thick ASTM 6T-CT specimen tested in the weak

(T-L) orientation which is applicable to RPV circumferen-

The units are identical to those specified in Sect. 4.1. tial flaws.

The minimum values of CVN for which this correlation is The minimum value of CVN for which this correlation is
assumed to be valid are 33 and 22 ft-lb for axially and cir- assumed to be valid is 25 ft-lb; this value is applicable to
cumferentially oriented flaws, respectively, both axially and circumferentially oriented flaws.

4.4 Low-Toughness Plate Model

In the low-toughness plate model, JR is a function of CVN

and time-dependent temperature [T(x)] as given by Eq. (4),*

JR(X) = (SF){C1 (Aa)C2 [f(CVN)] [f(T)]}, (4)

•CommunicationfromS. N. M.Malik,NRC,Officeof Nuclear
Regulat.oryResearch,MaterialsEngineeringBranch.
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5 Analysis Methodologies

The analyses required to determine the limiting values transienttime, a least squares 4th order polynomial was
(minimum CVN or maximum neutron fluence) that satisfy fitted through the discrete Kit results as a function of crack
the acceptance criteria consist of the following steps, depth to wall thickness (a/t) ratio. Thus, Kit can then be

p_edictedfor any crack depth.

5.1 Satisfying Acceptance Stressintensity factors were calculated using superposition
Criterion 1 techniquesandstress intensityfactorinfluencecoefficients.

Influencecoefficients were notavailable to calculatether-
mally inducedstress intensity factorsfora semielliptical

To satisfy _,.eptance criterion 1, the material fracture resis- (with a length equal to six times the depth) circumferen-
lance (JR) must be greater than Japplied for a crack of speci- tially oriented flaw. Therefore, Kit calculated for axially
fled initial depth (ao), extended by 0.10 in. (Aa), for ali tran- oriented flaws was also applied to circumferentially oriented
sient times. The objective is to find the minimum value of flaws, under the assumption that such an approximation is
CVN (or maximum value of neutron fluence), that produces conservative. This assumption is based on the observation
a JR time-history curve for a specified Aa = 0.10 in. that is that stress intensity factors for infinite length axial flaws
greater than the Japplied time-history curve for ali transient are equal to or greater than those for continuous circumfer-
times, ential flaws of the same depth.

The stress intensity factor influence coefficients used in
5.1.1 Generation of Japplled-Time these analyses for both PWR and BWR are for vessels with

History an internal radius-to-wall thickness ratio of 10, whereas the
BWR vessels have ratios of approximately 15 and 20 (Table

The calculation of the Japplied time history consists of two 4). The use of these coefficients results in low values of
major steps: Step I is to calculate the effective flawdepth Japplied; however, for the flaw depths of interest, the differ-
(ao)that includes a plastic zone correction for the flaw deptJa ence is negligible.

(a = ao + Aa); and Step II is to calculate the Jappliedfor
small-scale yieldingbased on this effective flaw depth. The total load stress intensity factor (KITotal)is the sum of

Kip and Kit. KITotalis used to calculate the effective flaw
The flow chart logic for this methodology is illustrated in depth (ac) for small-scale yielding from the relation [3]
Fig. 4 and is explained below.

ae = a + (1/6 _) [(KITotal)/O'yield]2 . (7)
Step I:

The coefficient of 1/6 inEq. (7) is appropriatefor plane
The stress intensity factordue to internal pressureis calcu- strainconstraint conditionsthatare associatedwith deep-
lated foraxially orientedflaws accordingto Eq. (5) [3], flaw geometries. For shallow flaws, the plasticzone size

would increasedue to a relaxationof crack-tipconstraint.
Kip = (SF) Pa {1 + (Ri/t} (ria)0.5 F1, (5) Incorporatingshallow-flaw effects into these calculations

would necessitate modifications to Eq. (7).
where FI =0.982 + 1.006 (a/t)2, and forcircumferentially
orientedflawsaccording to Eq. (6), The purposeof the successive calculations, illustratedin

Fig. 4, is to include the variationof the geometry factor in
Kip = (SF) Pa {1 + (Ri/2t} (na)0'5 F2, (6) the expressionforK1Total.The effect of the plasticzone

correctionon KITotalis determined by calculating KITotal
where F2 = 0.885 + 0.233 (a/t) + 0.345 (a/t)2. Equations threetimes, using the updatedeffective flaw depth in each
(5) and(6) include theeffect of pressure actingon the crack successive calculation. A valueof 65 ksi was assumed for
face. the yield stress (ayield).

In this study,detailedanalyses were performedto determine Step II:
the time-_pendent thermallyinducedstress intensityfactor.
The FAVOR [6] and VISA-II[7] computercodes were used The Japplieddue to KITotalfor small-scale yielding is
to generate the stress intensityfactor associated with the given by F-xi.(8) [3],
radial thermal gradient (Kit) fordiscrete axially oriented
crack depths at selected transient times. Foreach selected Japplied('t)= 1000 (KITotal)2/{El(1 - V2)}, (8)

NUREG/CR-6023 10



Analysis

Specify Crack Depth (a)
A and B: a- 0.25 t + 0.1

C: a - 0.10t + 0.1

,4,
InitlallZelPASSCounter=0 I

4r
Increment Transient Time I_i1:= 1:+ Al;

4,
,.LI" AOT = Crack Depth to Wall I

Thickness Ratio (a/t) I

Calculate Kip = Eq. 151or 161

Calculate Kit= flT(z), AOT

4,
KiTotal = Kip + Kit

ae : a + 1..l_[KITotal126_ LGyield

IPASS = IPASS + 1

. 4, I

IPASS = 3? II

2
100 KiTotal

Japplied(_)= [E/(l_v2/] [Eq.(8)]

Figure 4. Flow chart logic for calculating Japplled time history
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Analysis

where thematerialresistancecurve (JR curve) is greaterthanthe
E = Modulus of elasticity slope of the Japplied vs crackextension curveat the point
v = Poisson's ratio, wherethe two curves intersect. This involves a comparison

of the two curves at the critical transienttime.
with unitsexpressed as follows:

For level A and B conditions, SF = 1.15 and 1.25 areused

KITotal = ksii_. as multiplierson the accumulationpressurewhenevaluat-
E - ksi ing acceptancecriteria 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, the

Japplied(X) --- in.-lb/in.2 limiting value of CVN or neutron fluence satisfying accep-" tance criterion 1does not necessarily satisfy acceptance

The generation of the Japplied(X) curves was a laborious criterion 2.
procedure, because presently there is no single software
program that integrates this methodology. The following
threepieces of software were required to determine each [x, 5.2.1 Generation of Japplied--Crack
Japplied(X)]pair: (1) FAVOR or VISA-II to generate the Extension (Aa) Curve
Kit for semieUiptical flaws (aspect ratio of 6:1); (2) a pro-
gram to curve fit the Kit calculations as a function of a/t The flow chart logic for this methodology is illustrated in
ratio; and (3) a program to integrate the entire methodology Fig. 5 and is explained below.

shown in Fig. 4. The Japplied-(Aa) curves are generated for a seriesof flaw
depths corresponding to increasing amounts of crack exten-

5.1.2 Generation of JR Time History sion (Aa) at the critical transient time.

A JR time history is generated by substituting values of Calculation of the Japplied-(Aa) curve consists of the same
CVN and the temperature--time history corresponding to the steps as previously explained in Sect. 5.1.1.
original crack tip into the applicable JR correlation, while
keeping (Aa) = 0.10 in. For a specified crack depth (a = ao + Aa), a small-scale yield

adjusted value of Japplied is determined based on an effec-
tivecrack depth (ac).

5.1.3 Determination of Limiting

Values 5,2.2 Generation of JR----Crack

The JR time history at Aa = 0.10 in. is superimposed on Extension (Aa) Curve
the Japplied time history. The minimum value of CVN
satisfying acceptance criterion 1 is the value of CVN that, A JR--Crackextension (Aa)curve is generated for a seriesof
when substituted into the appropriate JR correlation, results flaw depths corresponding to increasing amounts of crack
in the JR time history curve approaching a point of tan- extension (Aa). The curve is evaluated at the critical tran-

gency with the Japplied curve (for example, see Fig. 6). sient time and corresponding crack tip temperature at the
The transient time at which the two curves approach tan- original crack tip location.
gency is the critical transient time. This is also assumed to
be the critical transient time at which acceptance criterion 2 The analyses in this study used the temperature at the initial
should be evaluated. This assumption is discussed in more crack tip (ao) at the critical transient time for ali through
detail in Sect. 5.2.3. wall locations evaluated. A more rigorous approach would

include the through wall temperature variation associated
In many analyses, no point of tangency occurs for the with Aa at the critical transient time.
minimum value of CVN (or maximum value of neutron
fluence) for which the JR model is valid. In these cases, it
can be concluded that the limiting valueof CVN or neutron 5.2.3 Determination of Limiting
fluence satisfying acceptance criterion 1 would be less (or Values
for the case of neutron fluence, greater) than that for which
the correlation is assumed to be valid. The minimum value of CVN (or maximum value of neu-

tron fluence) satisfying acceptance criterion 2 is the lowest
value of CVN that, when substituted into the appropriate

5.2 Satisfying Acceptance JR correlation, results in a JR-crack extension (aa)curve
Criterion 2 that has a greater slope than the Japplied--(Aa)curve at the

point of intersection. Both curves are evaluated at the criti-
cal transient time as determined in Sect. 5.1.3. For level A

Satisfyingacceptance criterion 2 requires a determination and B conditions, SF = 1.25 was used as a multiplier on
that flaw growth would be stable under the conditions as de- the accumulation pressure, whereas for level C condition,
fined by Eq. (2). This criterion is satisfied if the slope of SF = 1.0 was used.

NUREG/CR-6023 12
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For level A and B conditions, it is possible that the limit- criterion 2 analysis for a CVN value of 41 ft-lb at the criti-
ing value of CVN (or neutron fluence) that sati,ties accep- cal transient time of 48 rain and at earlier transient times.
tance criterion 1does not satisfy acceptance criterion 2. For As transient time increases, approaching the critical tran-
example, Fig. 6 illustrates that a CVN of 39 ft-lb satisfies sient time of 48 min, the degree to which acceptance crite-
acceptance criterion 1 for an axially oriented flaw in the rion 2 is satisfied decreases. Figure 9 illustrates the results
PWR 1 vessel geometry using the Linde 80 weld (Charpy at the critical transient time of 48 min and at later transient
JR model). The critical transient time is 48 rain. Figure 7 times. As the transient time increases beyond the critical
illustrates the results of an acceptance criterion 2 analysis transient time of 48 min, the degree to which acceptance
performed at the critical transient time. The JR curve corre- criterion 2 is satisfied increases. Therefore, for this case,
sponding to the CVN of 39 ft-lb that satisfies acceptance the critical times in the transient for satisfying criteria 1 and
criterion 1 (Fig. 6 ) does not intersect the Jappliedcurve 2 are the same. The assumption that the critical transient
with a safety factor of 1.25. A CVN of 41 ft-lb is required time determined in the acceptance criterion 1analysis is
to satisfy acceptan,',-"criterion 2. also the critical transient time for performing the acceptance

criterion 2 analysis is used throughout this study. This

To examine the assumption that the critical transient time assumption is also examined for the low-toughness plate JR
determined in the acceptance criterion 1analysis is also the model in Sect. 6.1. Nevertheless, these calculations do not
critical time at which the acceptance criterion 2 analysis constitute a proof that such will be the case for ali tran-
should be performed, analyses were performed at other wan- sient, vessel, and JR model combinations.
sient times. Figure 8 shows the results of an acceptance

13 NUREG/CR-6023
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At critical transient time

(_crit) determined from
acceptance criterion 1

4,
Initialize Counter

IPASS = 0

Increment Crack Extension lA ....
a=a+&a P

4,
AOT = Crack Depth to Wall

Thickness Ratio (a/t)

4,
Calculate Kip = Eq. (5) or 16)

Calculate Kit = f(Tl_crit), AO T
i

KiTotal = Kip + Kit
i

I,,.] _ .........

IPASS = IPASS + 1

4,

, I100 KiTotal

".,o,,.,(a': [_,(1_:)1 [_0.(_']'
Figure 5. Flow chart logic for calculating Japplled-crack extension (Aa) curve
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Figure 6. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2, and PWR 3
for axially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy model)
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Figure 7. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 1 axially oriented
flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy model)
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results of acceptance criterion 2 analysis for CVN = 41 ft-lb at
critical transient time (48 min) and later transient times
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6 Analysis Results

6. I PWR: Leve! A and B CVN satisfying acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1-3 are 39,
37, and 33 ft-lb, respectively.

Table 5 summarizes results of the analyses for vessels Figure 7 shows the Japplied-Crack extension (Aa) curvesPWR 1-4 for level A and B conditions. The results are
and the JR curves obtained from the Linde 80 weld (Charpypresented in the form of limiting values of CVN and neu-

tron fluence for the various combinations of vessel geome- JR model) at the critical transient time of 48 min for an
Iries, flaw orientations, acceptance criterion, and JR models, axially oriented flaw in PWR 1. The two Japplied--crack
The table also indexes the figure ,lumbers th_ illustrate the extension (Aa) curves are based on safety factors of 1.15 and
results of the applicable analysis. 1.25 for the accumulation pressure. The CVN value of 39

ft-lb satisfies acceptance criterion 1 but ao_ acceptance crite-
As discussed is SecL 5.1.1, detailed analyses were per- rion 2. To satisfy acceptance criterion 2, the slope of the

formed to determine the Japplied time history. For level A JR curve must be greater than the slope of the Japplied
and B conditions, the loading is produced by a thermal tran- curve (SF = 1.25) at the point of intersection. A CVN
sient characterized by a constant ceoldown rate (100°F/h) value of 41 ft-lb is the minimum acceptable value that
and a constant p_ssure. The thermally induced stress inten- satisfies acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 1. As a matter
sit), factor (Kit) a_any radial location in the vesR! wall, of interest, application of the steady-state equation to predict

calculated by FAVOR or VISA-II, initially i_,,:r,-ases with the thermally induced stress intensity factor results in a
time. As the time rate oi"change of temperature dimin- minimum acceptable CVN of 47 ft-lb for PWR 1. Simi-
ishes, Kit approaches a constant maximum value, larly, Figs. 10 and 11 indicate that CVN values of 37 ft-lb

and 34 ft-lb are the minimum acceptable values of CVN for

Figure 6 dlustrates the Japphed time histories at the loca- PWR 2 and PWR 3, respectively.
tion of maximum flaw depth for an axially oriented semi-
elliptical (6 to I) inside surface flaw with maximum crack Figure 12 depicts the Japplied time histories calculated for a
depth of a - (0.25t + 0.1) in. for the PWR 1-3 vessel ge- circumferentially oriented semielliptical (6 to 1) inside sur-
ometries. The loading at _ -- 0 is pressure induced. The face flaws at a crack depth of a = (0.25_ + 0.1) in. for the
maximum values of the stress intensity ,"actor associated PWR 1-3 vessels. The JR time histories obtained from the
with the radial thermal gradient (,Kit) calculat_ by FAVOR Linde 80 weld (Charpy JR model) corresponding to a CVN

and VISA-II agree well with those predicted by the proce- value of 22 ft-lb are superimposed on the Japplied time h-:
dure suggested in Code Case N-512. As shown in Fig. 6, tories. The CVN in the circumferential orientation is con-
the maximum values of Japplied were not reached until ap- sidered to be 65% of that in the longitudinal orientation. A
proximately 100, 160, and 120 rain into the cansient for CVN value of 22 ft-lb is the minimum value in the circum-
PWR 1-3, respectively. During '.he time required to reach ferential orientation for which the JR correlation is assumed
the maximum load, the temperature-dependent material re- to be valid. Acceptance criteria 1 and 2 are easily satisfied
sistances are also increasing, for the CVN value of 22 ft-lb. A figure illustrating the re-

suits of the analysis for acceptance criterion 2 is not in-
The pressure-inauced load is proportional to th.':vesse! in- eluded, lt can be concluded that the minimum acceptable
ternal radius-to-wal! thickness ratio (Ri/t), whereas the value of CVN is less than 22 ft-lb.

thermally induced loading increases with increasing wall
thickness. As shown in Fig. 6, PWR 1 ha:; the highest Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the results of similar analyses
pressure-induced Japplied, since it has the largest (Ri/t) for an axially oriented flaw in the PWR 4 vessel obtained by
ratio. The PWR 2 geometry has the highest thermally in- applying the low-toughness plate JR model. The limiting

duced Jnpplied since it has the thickest vessel wall (see value of CVN is 51 ft-lb. As discussed in Sect. 4, the data
Table 4). base used to generate the JR Correlation was established for

the weak orientation. The CVN value and the J-P. correla-

In Fig. 6 the JR time histories obtained from the Linde 80 tion for the axially oriented flaws (strong, I_ T orientation) is

weld (Charpy JR model) are superimposed on their respec- conservatively assumed to be the same as those for the

live Japplied time histories for PWR !-3. The JR time circumferentially oriented flaws (weak, T-L orientation).

histories correspond to the minimum acceptable values of lt was assumed herein that the critical transient time deter-

CVN satisfying acceptance criterion 1. The minimum mined in the acceptance criterion 1 analysis is also the cr_ti-
acceptable value of CVN, when substituted into the JR eor- cal transient time for performing the acceptance criterion 2
relation, results in the JR time history curve approaching analysis. The validity of the assumption was exa_.-ninedfor
tangency with the Japplied time history curve. The critical the low-toughness plate JR model. Figure 15 shows the re-
transient times, i.e., the times at which the curves approach suits of an acceptance criterion 2 analysis for a CVN value
tangency for PWR 1-3 are approximately 48, 72, and 48 of 51 ft-lb at the critical transient time of 48 rain and at
rain, respectively. The minimum acceptable values of earlier transient times. As transient time increases,

approaching the critical transient time of 48 min, the margin
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Table 5. Limiting values of CVN and neutron fluence for PWRs: levels A and B

Flaw Acceptance Limiting CVN
Figure Geometry orientation criterion JR model (ft-lb)

6 PWR 1-3 Axial 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 39, 37, 33
7 PWR 1 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 41

10 PWR 2 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 37
11 PWR 3 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 34
12 PWR 1-3 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 22*

13 PWR 4 Axial 1 low-toughness plate 48
14 PWR 4 Axial 2 low-toughness plate 51
17 PWR 4 Circum 1 low-toughness plate 25**
18 PWR 4 Circum 2 low-toughness plate 25**

Limiting fluencet
(1019 n/cm 2)

19 P_.XrR1-3 Axial 1 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 1.7, 1.9, 2.75
20 PWR 1 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 1.6
21 PWR 2 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 1.9
22 PWR 3 Axial 2 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 2.5
23 PWR 1-3 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 3.6¢

II

*Actual limiting value unknown; 22 ft-lb is minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid for circumferentially oriented
flaws.

**Actual limiting value unknown; 25 ft-lb is minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.

tAnalyses assumed 0.35% copper concentration (see Fig. 24 for sensitivity of limiting value of fluence with respect to copper).

eAetual limiting value unknown; 3.6 × 1019 n/cm 2 is the maximum value of fluence for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.

by which acceptance criterion 2 is satisfied decreases. Figure and 2.75 × 1019 n/cm 2, respectively. Figure 20 illustrates
16 illustrates the results at the critical transient time of 48 that for PWR 1, a maximum fluence of 1.6 × 1019 n/cm 2
rain and at later transient times. As transient time increases

beyond the critical transient time of 48 min, the margin by satisfies acceptance criteria 1 and 2. Similarly, Figs. 21
which acceptance criterion 2 is satisfied increases. Therefore, and 22 show that the maximum acceptable values of neu-
for this case, the critical times in the transient for satisfying tron fluence for PWR 2 and PWR 3 are 1.9 and 2.5 × 1019
criteria 1 and 2 are the same. n/cre 2, respectively.

Figures 17 and 18 show the results of similar analyses for a In Fig. 23, the JR time histories obtained from the Linde
circumferentially oriented flaw in PWR 4 obtained by 80 weld (copper-fluence JR model) for a neutron fluence of

applying the low-toughness plate JRmodel, lt can be con- 3.6 × 1019 n/cm2 are superimposed on the Japplied time
eluded that the minimum acceptable value of CVN is less histories for circumferentially oriented flaws in PWR 1-3.
than 25 ft-lb. This is the maximum value of neutron fluence for which

the JR model is considered valid. Acceptance criterion 1 is
In Fig. 19, the JR time histories obtained from the Linde easily satisfied for level A and B conditions. Acceptance
80 weld (copper-fluence JR model) are superimposed on the criterion 2 is also satisfied (figure not included). Therefore,
Japplied time histories for axially oriented flaws in PWR it can be concluded that the maximum acceptable value of
1-3. These JR curves correspond to the maximum accept- fluence is greater than 3.6 × 1019 n/cm 2 to satisfy accep-
able values of neutron fluence satisfying acceptance crite- tance criteria.
rion 1. The maximum acceptable value of neutron fluence,

when substituted into the JR correlation with a specified Figure 24 illustrates the sensitivity of the maximum
value of copper, results in the JR time history curve acceptable value of neutron fluence satisfying the acceptance
approaching tangency with the Japplied curve, lt should be criterion with respect to copper for the PWR 1 limiting
noted that a value for copper of 0.35 wt % was assumed in case. Reducing the copper content from 0.35 wt % to
these analyses. The maximum acceptable values of fluence -0.25 wt % approximately doubles the acceptable neutron
satisfying acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1-3 are 1.7, 1.9, fluence.
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Figure 12. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR I, PWR 2, and PWR 3
for circumferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy
model)
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Figure 13. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion I for PWR 4 for axially oriented
flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 14. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 4 for axially
oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 15. PWR 4: level A and B conditions; low-toughness plate model;
results of acceptance criterion 2 analysis for CVN = 51 ft-lb at
critical transient time (48 rain) and earlier transient times
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Figure 16. PWR 4: level A and B conditions; low-toughness plate model;
results of acceptance criterion 2 analysis for CVN = 51 ft-lb at
critical transient time (48 rain) and later transient times
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Figure 17. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion I for PWR 4 for circumferentially
oriented flaws, low.toughness plate model
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Figure 18. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 4 for circumferen.
tially oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 19. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2, and
PWR 3 for axially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence
model)
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Figure 20. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 1 axially
oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model)
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Figure 21. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 2 axially
oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model)
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Figure 22. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 3 axially
oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model)
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Figure 23. PWR: levelA and B conditions;limitingvaluesof neutron fluence
required to satisfyacceptancecriterionI for PWR I, PWR 2, and
PWR 3 for circumferentiallyoriented flaws,Linde 80 weld (copper-
fluence model)
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Figure 24. PWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of neutron
fluence as a function of copper content for PWR 1 axially
oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model)
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6.2 PWR: Level C used in the analyses are specified in Table 7. Japplied and
JR are both invariant with respect to time; therefore, the

Table 6 summarizes res,,lts of the analyses for PWR 1-4 generation of time histories is not required.
vessels for the level C condition. Results are presented in
the form of limiting values of CVN and neutron fluence for Table 8 summarizes results of the analyses for PWR 1,4,
the carious combinations of vessel geometries, flaw orien- and 5 vessels. The results are presented in the form of
rations, acceptance criterion, and JR models. The table also limiting values of CVN for the various combinations of
indexes the figure numbers that illustrate the results of the vessel geometries, flaw orientations, acceptance criteria, and
applicable analysis. JR models. The table also indexes the figure numbers that

illustrate the results of the applicable analysis.

A transient stress analysis was performed for the specified
level C transient to incorporate the time dependence of the In Figs. 33 and 34, the JR curves obtained from the Linde
thermally induced load. The more detailed methodology 80 weld (Charpy JR model) are superimposed on the
used for the Level A and B analyses was utilized in this Japplied-(Aa) curves for axially and circumferentially ori-
study, ented flaws in vessels PWR 1,4, and 5. lt can be con-

eluded that the minimum acceptable values of CVN are less
In Fig. 25, the JR time histories obtained from the Linde than 33 and 22 ft-lb for axially and circumferentially ori-
80 weld (Charpy JR model) for a CVN of 33 ft-lb are super- ented flaws, respectively.

imposed on the Jappliedtime historics for axially oriented
flaws in PWR 1-3. This is the minimum value of CVN In Fig. 35, the JR curves obtained from the Linde 80 weld

for which the JRmodel is considered valid. Acceptance tri- (copper-fluence model) are superimposed on the Japplied-
teflon 1 is easily satisfied. Acceptance criterion 2 is also (Aa) curves for axially oriented flaws in vessel PWR 1,4,
satisfied for a CVN of 33 fi-lb (figure not included). It can and 5. The JRcurves correspond to a neutron fluence of
be concluded that the minimum acceptable value of CVN is 3.6 × 1019 n/cm2. Because the same JR curves are used
less than 33 ft-lb, for circumferentially orineted flaws, it follows that the

maximum acceptable neutron fluence is greater than 3.6 ×

Figure 26 illustrates that the minimum acceptable value of 1019 n/cre 2 for both axially and circumferentially oriented
CVN required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 is less than flaws.
22 ft-lb for circumferentially oriented flaws. Acceptance

criterion 2 is also satisfied for a CVN of 22 ft-lb (figure not In Figs. 36 and 37, the JR curves obtained from the low-
included), lt can be concluded that the minimum acceptable toughness plate JR correlation are superimposed on the

value of CVN is less than 22 ft-lb. Japplied-(Aa) curves for axially and circumferentially ori-

Figures 27-30 illustrate that the minimum acceptable val- ented flaws in the limiting vessel PWR 4, respectively, lt
ues of CVN obtained by applying the low-toughness-plate can be concluded that the minimum acceptable values of
JR model to PWR 4 are 34 and 28 ft-lb Ibr axially and cir- CVN are 33 and 28 ft-lb for axially and circumferentially

oriented flaws, respectively.cumferentially oriented flaws, respectively. The CVN value
and the J-R correlation for the axially oriented flaws
(strong, L-T orientation) is conservatively assumed to be
the same as those for the circumferentially oriented l'laws 6.4 BWR: Level A and B
(weak, T-L orientation). C ond it ion s

In Fig. 31, the JR time histories obtained from the Linde Table 9 summarizes results of the analyses for BWR 1-2
80 weld (copper-fluence JR model) for a neutron fluence of vessels for level A and B conditions. The results are pre-
3.6 × 1019 n/cm 2 are superimposed on the Japplied time sented in the form of limiting values of CVN for the vari-
histories for axially oriented flaws in PWR 1-3. Accep- ous combinations of vessel geometries, flaw orientations,
tance criterion 1 is satisfied for level C condition. Accep- acceptance criterion, and JR models. The table also indexes
tance criterion 2 is also satisfied (figure not included), lt the figure numbers that illustrate the results of the applica-
can be concluded that the maximum acceptable value of flu- ble analysis.
ence is greater than 3.6 x 1019 n/cm 2. Figure 32 illus-

trates similar results for circumferentially oriented flaws. In Fig. 38, the JR time histories obtained from the Linde
80 weld (Charpy JR model) for a CVN of 33 ft-lb are super-

imposed on the Japplied time histories for axially oriented
6.3 PWR: ATWS Transients flaws in BWR 1-2. Acceptance criterion 1 is easily satis-

fied for level A and B conditions. In Fig. 38, the JR time

Anticipated-transients-without-SCRAM (ATA'S) were con- histories for circumferentially oriented flaws corresponding
sidered in the category of a level C condition. The PWR to a value of CVN of 22 ft-lb are also superimposed on the
vessel geometries, constant pressures [8] and temperatures Japplied time histories for axially oriented flaws. The

Japplied time histories for axially oriented flaws are greater
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Table 6. Limiting values of CVN and neutron fluence for FWRs: level C

Flaw Acceptance Limiting CVN

Figure Geometry orientation criterion JR model (ft.lb)

25 PWR 1-3 Axial 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 33*
26 PWR 1-3 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 22**

27 PWR 4 Axial 1 low-toughness plate 34
28 PWR 4 Axial 2 low-toughness plate 34
29 PWR 4 Circum 1 low-toughness plate 28
30 PWR 4 Circum 2 low-toughness plate 28

Limiting fluence?
(1019 n/cm 2)

31 PWR 1-3 Axial 1 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 3.6_
32 PWR 1-3 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 3.6_

*Actuallimitingvalueunknown;33 ft-lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichthe JR modelisassumedtobevalid.
**Actuallimitingvalueunknown;22 ft-lbisminimumvalueof CVNforwhichtheJRmodelisassumedtobe validforcircumferentiallyorientedflaws.
tAnalyse_assumed0.35%copperconcentration.
fActuallimitingvalueunknown;3.6× 1019 n/cre2 is themaximumvalueof fluenceforwhichtheJR modelis assumedto be valid.

Table 7. Pressures and temperatures for ATWS transients

Pressure Inlet temperature
Vessel geometry (ksi) (°F)*

PWR 1 3.378 540

PWR 4 4.121 532

PWR 5 3.789 550
i i,

*Constantcoolantandvesseltemperature
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Table 8. Limiting values of CVN and neutron fluence for PWRs: ATWS transients
II

Flaw Acceptance Limiting CVN
Figure Geometry orientation criteria JR model (ft-lb)

33 PWR 1, 4, 5 Axial 1 and 2 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 33*

34 PWR 1, 4, 5 Circum 1 and 2 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 22**

36 PWR 4 Axial 1 and 2 low-toughness plate 33
37 PWR 4 Circum 1 and 2 low-toughness plate 28

Limiting fluence?
(1019 n/cre 2)

35 PWR 1, 4, 5 Axial 1 and 2 Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence) 3.6_:

*Actuallimitingvalueunknown;33ft-lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichtheJR modelisassumedtobe valid.
**Actuallimitingvalueunknown;22 ft-lbisminimumvalueof CVNfor whichthe JR modelis assumedto be validfor circumferentiallyorientedflaws.
tAnalysesassumed0.35%copperconcentration.
eAetuallimitingvalueunknown;3.6 x 1019 n/cm2is themaximumvalueof fluencefor whichthe JR modelis assumedto be valid.

Table 9. Limiting values of CVN for BWRs: levels A and B

-': III

Flaw Acceptance Limiting CVN
Figure Geometry orientation criterion JR model (ft-lb)

38 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 33*
38 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld (Charpy) 22**

39 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 low-toughness plate 31, 28
40 BWR 1 Axial 2 low-toughness plate 36
41 BWR 2 Axial 2 low-toughness plate 31
42 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 low-toughness plate 25?

43 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Generic weld 33*
43 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 Generic weld 22**

II

"Actuallimitingvalueunknown;33 ft.lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichthe JR modelisassumedtobe valid.
**Actuallimitingvalueunknown;22 ft-lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichthe JR modelis assumedto be validfor circumferentiallyorientedflaws.
tActuallimitingvalueunknown;25 fi-lbis theminimumvalueof CVNfor whichthe JR modelis assumedtobe valid.
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Figure 25. PWR: level C condition; limiting values of CVN required to satisfy
acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2, and PWR 3 for axially
oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy model)
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Figure 26. PWR: level C condition; limiting values of CVN required to satisfy
acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2, and PWR 3 for circum-
ferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy model)
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Figure 27. PWR: level C condition; limiting value of CVN required to satisfy
acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 4 for axially oriented flaws, low-
toughness plate model
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Figure 28. PWR: level C condition; limiting value of CVN required to satisfy
acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 4 for axially oriented flaws,
low-toughness plate model
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Figure 29. PWR: level C condition; limiting value of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 4 for circumferentially
oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model

l,
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Figure 30. PWR: level C conditions; limiting value of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 4 for circumferen-
tially oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 31. PWR: level C condition; limiting values of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2,
and PWR 3 for axially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-
fluence model)
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Figure 32. PWR: level C condition; limiting values of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for PWR 1, PWR 2,
and PWR 3 for circumferentially oriented qaws, Linde 80 weld
(copper.fluence model)
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Figure 33. PWR: ATWS transient; limiting values of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 1,4, and 5 for
axially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy model)
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Figure 34. PWR: ATWS transient; limiting values of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criteria I and 2 for PWR 1,4, and 5 for

circumferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpymodel)
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Figure 35. PWR: ATWS transient; limiting values of neutron fluence
required to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 1, 4,
and 5 for axially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence
model)
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Figure 36. PWR: ATWS transient; limiting value of CVN required to satisfy
acceptance criteria ! and 2 for PWR 4 for axially oriented flaws, low.
toughness plate model
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Figure 37. PWR: ATWS transient: limiting value of CVN required to
satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for PWR 4 for circumferen.
tially oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 38. BWR: level A and B conditioas; limiting values of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2 for axially
and circumferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld (Charpy
model)
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than those for circumferentially oriented flaws. Becauseno 6.5 BWR: Level C Condition
tangency occurs between the Japplied time histories for

axial flaws and the JR time histories for circumferential Table 10 summarizes results of the analyses for BWR 1-2
flaws, it follows that acceptance criterion 1is satisfied for vessels for the level C condition• The results are presented
circumterentially oriented flaws. Acceptance criterion 2 is in the form of limiting values of CVN for the various com-
also easily satisfied for both flaw orientations (figures not binations of vessel geometries, flaw orientations, accep-
included), lt can be concluded that the minimum acceptable rance criterion, and JR models. The table also indexes the
values of CVN are less than 33 and 22 ft-lb for axially and figure numbers that illustrate the results of the applicable
circumferentially oriented flaws, respectively, analysis.

In Fig. 39, the JR time histories obtained from the low- Figure 44 illustrates the Japplied time histories for axially
toughness plate JR model are superimposed on the Japplied oriented semielliptical (6 to 1) inside surface flaws at a
time histories for axiaUyoriented flaws in BWR 1-2. The crack depth ofa = (0.10t + 0.1) in. for the BWR 1and
minimum acceptable values of CVN satisfying acceptance BWR 2 vessel geometries for service level C (transient 1;
criterion 1for BWR 1-2 are 31 and 28 ft-lb, respectively, see Fig. 2) condition. The JR time histories obtained from
The CVN value of 31 ft-lbs satisfies acceptance criterion 1 the Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) for axially and circumfer-
for BWR 1, but not acceptance criterion 2. A CVN value entially oriented flaws for BWR 1-2 corresponding to a
of 36 ft-lbs is the minimum acceptable value that satisfies CVN of 33 ft-lb, are superimposed on the Japplied time
acceptance criterion 2 for BWR 1, as illustrated in Fig. 40. histories, lt can be concluded that the limiting values ofSimilarly, the CVN value of 28 ft-lb satisfying acceptance
criterion 1for BWR 2 does not satisfy acceptance criterion CVN for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws for
2. A CVN value of 31 ft-lb is the minimum acceptable BWR 1-2 are less than 33 and 22 ft-lb, respectively.
value that satisfies acceptance criterion 2 for BWR 2, as
illustrated in Fig. 41 Figure 45 illustrates similar results for transient 2 (Fig. 3 )

• loading condition.

Figure 42 illustrates the JR time histories obtained from the Figures 46 and 47 illustrate similar results for axially and
low-toughness plate JR model for a CVN of 25 ft-lb super- circumferentially oriented flaws in BWR 1-2 using ',he low-
imposed on the Japplied time histories for circumferentiaily toughness plate JR model for transients 1and 2,

oriented flaws in BWR 1-2. This is the minimum value of respectively.
CVN for which this JR correlation is assumed to be valid.

Acceptance criterion 1is easily satisfied. Acceptance crite- Figures 48 and 49 illustrate similar results for axially and
rion 2 is also easily satisfied for both flaw orientations circumferentially oriented flaws in BWR 1-2 using the
(figure not included), generic weld JR model for transients 1and 2, respectively.

Figure 43 illustrates similar results for axially and circum-
ferentially oriented flaws in BWR 1-2 using the generic
weld JR model.
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Table 10. Limiting values of CVN for BWRs: level C
ii i i_

Flaw Acceptance Limiting CVN
Figure Geometry orientation criterion JR model (ft-lh)

44 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Linde80 weld: (Charpy) 33*
44 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 Linde80 weld: (Charpy) 22**
45 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Linde80 weld: (Charpy) 33*
45 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 Linde 80 weld: (Charpy) 22**

46 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 low-toughness plate 25t
46 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 low-toughness plate 25t
47 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 low-toughness plate 25t
47 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 low-toughness plate 25t

48 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Genericweld 33*
48 BWR 1-2 Circum 1 Genericweld 22**
49 BWR 1-2 Axial 1 Genericweld 33*
49 BWR 1-2 Circum I Genericweld 22"*

I II II

Actuallimitingvalueunknown;33ft-lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichtheJR modelis assumedtobevalid.
**Actuallimitingvalueunknown;22ft-lbis minimumvalueof CVNforwhichtheJRmodelisassumedtobe validforcircumferentiaUyorientedflaws.
tAetuallimitingvalueunknown;25ft-lhis theminimumvalueffCVNforwhichJR modelis assumedtobe valid.
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Figure 39. BWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2 for axially
oriented flaws, low.toughness plate model
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Figure 40. BWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for BWR 1 for axially
oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 41. BWR: level A and B conditions; limiting value of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criteria 1 and 2 for BWR 2 for axially
oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 42. BWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2 for circum-
ferentially oriented flaws, low-toughness plate model
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Figure 43. BWR: level A and B conditions; limiting values of CVN required
to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2 for axially
and circumferentially oriented flaws, generic weld model
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Figure 44. BWR: level C condition (transient 1); limiting values of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld
(Charpy model)
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Figure 45. BWR: level C condition (transient 2); limiting values of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, Linde 80 weld
(Charpy model)
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Figure 46. BWR: level C condition (transient 1); limiting values of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, low-toughness
plate model
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Figure 47. BWR: level C condition (transient 2); limiting values of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, low-toughness
plate model
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Figure 48. BWR: level C condition (transient I); limiting values of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR I and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, generic weld
model
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Figure 49. BWR: level C condition (transient 2); limiting value of CVN
required to satisfy acceptance criterion 1 for BWR 1 and BWR 2
for axially and circumferentially oriented flaws, generic weld
model
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7 Summary of Results

Table 11 summarizes the bounding results of CVN and orientations, and ._Rmodels considered in this study. In ali
neutron fluence that satisfy the acceptance criteria for PWR cases except one (axially oriented flaw for low-toughness
geometries, flaw orientations, and JR models considered in plate model), the acceptance criteria were satisfied by the
this study. The most severe limiting cases of CVN and minimum value for which the correlation was assumed to
neutron fluence are for axially oriented flaws for level A and be valid.
B conditions.

Table 12 summarizes the bounding results of CVN that
satisfy the acceptance criteria for BWR geometries, flaw

Table 11. Bounding values of CVN and neutron fluence for PWRs

Axially oriented flaws
iii

Minimum Maximum acceptable
Material Level acceptable CVN neutron fluence*

(JR model) (ft-lb) (1019n/cre2)

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) A and B 41 -

Linde 80 Weld (_-fluence model) A and B - 1.6

Low-toughness-plate model A and B 51 -

Linde 80 Weld (Charpy model) C 33"* -

Linde 80 Weld (_-fluence model) C - 3.6t

Low-toughness-plate model C 34 -

Circumferentially oriented flaws

Minimum Maximum acceptable
Material Level acceptable CVN neutron fluence

(JR model) (ft-lb) (1019n/cm2_.

Linde 80 weld (Charpy mode) A and B 22_; -

Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model) A and B - 3.6t

Low-toughness-plate model A and B 25_;_ -

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) C 22_ -

Linde 80 weld (copper-fluence model) C - 3.6t

Low-toughness-plate model C 28 -

"Analyses assumed 0.35 wt % copper concentrauon. See Fig. 24 for sensttivity of limiting value of fluence with respect to copper for limiting
Ca$C.

• "Actual limiting value unknown; 33 ft-lb is minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is asstnned to be valid.

tActual limiting value unknown; 3.6 × 1019 n/cna2 is the maximum value of fluence for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.

factual limiting value unknown; 22 ft-lb is minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid for circumferentially
oriented flaws.

_A_ual limiting value unknown; 25 ft-lb is the minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.
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Table 12. Bounding Values of CVN for BWRs

Axially Oriented Flaws

Material Minimum

(JR model) Level acceptable CVN(ft-lb)

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) A and B 33*

Generic weld model A and B 33*

Low-toughness-plate model A and B 36

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) C 33*

Generic weld model C 33"

Low-toughness-plate model C 25"*

Circumferentially Oriented Flaws

Minimum

Material Level acceptable CVN
(JR model) (ft-lb)

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) A and B 22t

Generic weld model A and B 22t

Low-toughness-plate model A and B 25**

Linde 80 weld (Charpy model) C 22t

Generic weld model C 22t

Low-toughness-plate model C 25"*
iIII

*Actual limiting value unknown; 33 ft-lb is the minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.

"'Actual limiting value unknown; 25 ft-lb is the minimum value of CVN for which the JR model is assumed to be valid.

tActual limiting value unknown; 22 ft-lh is the minimum value fof CVN or which the JR model is assumed to be valid
for cireumferentially oriented flaws.
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations

Results presented herein indicate that less severe limitations • The through-wall temperature variation at the assumed
on values of CVN and neutron fluence are calculated when critical transient time should be incorporated into accep-

time-dependence of the Japplied and JR models are incorpo- rance criterion 2 calculation of JR curve. The analyses in
rated into the analyses. Some additional factors that should this study used the temperature at the original crack tip
be addressed in future analyses include the following: for ali through-wall locations evaluated.

• Does the temperature at the crack tip remain on the • For shallow flaws, the plastic zone size would increase
upper-shelf during the transient? due to a relaxation of crack-tip constraint. Incorporating

shallow-flaw effects into these calculations would neces-
• Are flaw sizes smaller than those analyzed in this study sitate modifications to Eq. (7).

(0.25t for level A and B conditions and 0.10t for level C
condition) more limiting? lt is anticipated that software incorporating the methodol-

ogies used in this study will be integrated into the FAVOR
• Are the critical transient times for satisfying acceptance computerprogram.

criteria 1 and 2 the same for the combination of vessel,
transient, and JR model being evaluated?
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